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Iran deal will impact higher ed
On May 8, President Donald
Trump announced that the
United States was pulling out
of the 2015 deal with Iran and
other countries to limit the
Iranian nuclear program. This
deal was designed to slow and
delay Iran’s efforts to build a
nuclear weapon by lifting economic sanctions on that country
in exchange for a number of
actions aimed at shutting down
its uranium enrichment efforts
and related programs.
The decision by the Trump
Administration seems to have
been prompted more by demagoguery and hatred towards
anything President Barack
Obama did, than by reason. In
fact, America’s European allies
tried everything in their power
to prevent the U.S. from pulling
out from the accord. Besides
increasing volatility and uncertainty in the Middle East, this
action will have a number of
unintended consequences on
academia.
A key component of the
agreement was thorough
inspections by the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
of Iran’s activities that could
be related to development of
nuclear capabilities. Among
the objectives of the agreement
was a plan to convert some of
the nuclear facilities that enrich
uranium, such as the one in
Fordow, into centers of scientific research where worldwide
scientists could collaborate and,
therefore, ensure that those
facilities were not employed
for the development of nuclear
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weapons.
For example, Iran had
planned to pursue particlephysics research at the Fordow
facility, as well as to use other
facilities to produce medical
isotopes. Russian scientists
had been working with Iran on
experiments to advance Iran’s
medical isotope production.
Now, with this turn of events,
those facilities could be used for
enriching uranium again.
A workshop was to have been
convened to explore potential
research topics in collaboration
with international partners, but
now such collaboration seems
to be off the table. The same
can be said about projects with
European partners – including
a center on nuclear safety – that
can now be declared dead.
Further, Trump’s decision will
also affect the long-term status
of the U.S. within the global
nuclear community through
the JCPOA (Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action). Without
the deal in place, the U.S. will
lose its ability to monitor Iran’s
nuclear program.
All this is not surprising.
When Trump took office last
year, longstanding efforts to
establish scientific exchanges
between Iran and the United
States came to a halt. For

example, workshops organized
by the U.S. National Academies
of Sciences, Engineering, and
Medicine (NASEM) between
2010 and 2017 that involved
hundreds of scientists and were
aimed at bolstering collaborations in diverse field, including
solar energy and water resource
management, were frozen.
Because of the U.S. actions,
hardliners in Iran now feel
emboldened to defy U.S. and
ally demands, which means
that any international exchange
with Iran will become more
difficult, and that challenges
to civil liberties in that country will become even harder
to curtail. And that will affect
not only Iranians, but also
Americans being detained in
that country under made-up
charges.
At the present time, there are
at least four Iranian-Americans
and one Chinese-American
being detained by the Iranian
regime. Several of them are
being held in Tehran’s notorious Evin prison – nicknamed
“Evin University” – for holding intellectuals and political
prisoners before and after the
Islamic Revolution. Based upon
history, it is not unthinkable
that Iran would impose even
longer jail sentences, making

the release of these Americans
unlikely.
One of the prisoners, Xiyue
Wang, a Chinese-American
graduate student at Princeton
University, was arrested in 2016
while researching in Tehran and
sentenced to 10 years in prison
for “spying,” a charge he denies.
Another U.S. citizen who has
been imprisoned by the Tehran
regime is Morad Tahbaz. This
Iranian-American businessman, a director of the Persian
Heritage Wildlife Foundation
(PHWF), was arrested in January with others from that organization and accused of espionage.
An Iranian-Canadian member of
the group died in February.
Karan Vafadari, an IranianAmerican gallery owner in
Tehran, was arrested with his
wife in July 2016 and accused
of serving alcohol and holding
mixed-gender parties. He was
later also accused of spying,
charges that he denies.
It is not uncommon for dictatorial regimes that are at odds
with the U.S. to arrest U.S.
citizens to use them as bargaining chips and for propaganda
purposes. After the U.S. withdrawal from the Iran nuclear
deal they will lose any bargaining value, so their fate becomes
even more dire.
Testimony from Americans
who have been released in the
recent past by Iran provides a
glimpse of the future for these
captive American citizens.
Jason Rezaian, a journalist who
was imprisoned in Iran for 18
months, recently told the U.S.

media that he considers any
possibility for his fellow Americans to be released null and
that the U.S. State Department
officials had told him that there
are no longer any meaningful
negotiations for their release.
From the Iranian side, its
foreign minister, Mohammad
Javad Zarif, said last month that
his government would consider
a prisoner swap similar to one
agreed by Obama in 2016 if
Trump showed a “change in
attitude” toward Iran. Now
that possibility has vanished.
And any agreement aimed at
reducing the possibility of Iran
developing nuclear weapons
and avoiding a nuclear confrontation with Israel has seemingly
become a thing of the past.
The inspections carried out by
international teams of scientists
are in serious jeopardy. The
collaboration between Iranian
scientists and their worldwide
counterparts are being reduced
to a minimum.
The international prestige
of the U.S. has been severely
degraded. After pleas from our
European allies, German Chancellor Angela Merkel declared
publicly that Europe could no
longer count on the U.S. for
protection.
What a way to make America
great again.
Dr. Aldemaro Romero Jr. is a
writer and college professor with
leadership experience in higher
education. He can be contacted
through his website at: http://www.
aromerojr.net

Five withdraw
from board
consideration
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A work of art
Bounce houses, face painting, frozen treats and more were available to those who attended the Make Schon Park Shine
Campaign Kickoff Event Saturday at the park in Glen Carbon. The weather was perfect as hundreds of area residents
got an up-close look at the soon-to-be-improved facility.

SIU
From page 1A
system is retained; and
increase funding allocation to
SIUE.
Recently, legislation has
been introduced to disband the
SIU Board of Trustees and calls
for each campus to appoint its

Police
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the new vehicles.
Data Tronics will install all
of the emergency equipment

Blankets
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these and had them embroidered so they would have some-

JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. (AP)
— Missouri Gov. Eric Greitens
sent a letter Friday to the Senate saying his five appointees
to the State Board of Education
had withdrawn from consideration — a move intended
to avoid a permanent ban on
them serving on the board.
Some senators had blocked
confirmation of the appointees
because of frustration that they
had voted to fire education
commissioner Margie Vandeven last year. If the nominees
aren’t confirmed or withdrawn
by the May 18 end of work for
the regular legislative session,
they would be barred for life
from the board that oversees
Missouri’s K-12 public schools.
Greitens originally appointed Eddy Justice, John Russell,
Marvin Jungmeyer, Jennifer
Edwards and Eric Teeman to
the education board while the
Legislature was not in session last year. That meant they
could start serving immediately, subject to Senate confirmation during the first 30 days of
the regular session that started
in January.
The board members followed Greitens’ apparent wishes and voted to remove Vandeven from her job in December.

own board.
When news of the legislation
reached the SIU System offices,
officials there remained neutral
on the issue.
Sholar said the neutral stand
taken by the SIU System office
was met with some criticism.
“As far as leadership, there
have been accusations critical
of the neutral stand the SIU
System Office has taken

regarding legislation that
would separate the system and
create individually governed
universities,” Sholar wrote.
“To the contrary, there is no
other position that President
(Randy) Dunn and his staff in
Springfield could have taken
because they received no direction from the Board of Trustees. To me, it seems logical
that with such an important

issue, it would go without
saying that the President and
the System-level employees
would not act without Board
approval.”
Sholar stated that the reason
the System employees did
not receive direction was due
to the fact that there were no
scheduled meetings.
“The SIU Board was not
scheduled to meet where a

public discussion could be
held to provide that directions,” Sholar wrote. “While
any three trustees could call on
me to convene a full meeting
of the Board to discuss this in
open session, no one evidently
saw fit to do that.”
The next SIU Board of
Trustee meeting will take place
on July 12 at the SIU School of
Medicine in Springfield.

for the new squad cars. This
includes lighting, partitions
and antenna, radio and computer mounts.
In other board action
regarding the police department, trustees approved
a preventative mainte-

nance agreement with GRP
Mechanical Contractors for
the HVAC system at the
police station.
“As an emergency facility, the Glen Carbon Police
Department must remain
operational 24 hours a day,

seven days a week,” Link
said. “The building currently
has nine rooftop HVAC units.
Several of these have significant issues due to long-term
use and no preventative
maintenance from a commercial service company.”

Trustees approved the
$3,788 annual maintenance
agreement with GRP.
Link said the department
received four bids.
He said GRP has provided
emergency services work in
the past.

thing nice when the students
showed up.”
Roberts and a handful of
church members showed up at
the Edwardsville Public Safety
Building Thursday afternoon.
They posed in front of a fire

truck with Deputy Chief James
Whiteford, Chief Rick Welle,
and several firefighters.
“Particularly when we he
have guests, we like to make
sure that our home is in order,”
Welle said after the photos were

taken. “These are going to be
used to cover the bunks, and
people can see the value of the
beautiful facilities that they put
together for us.”
Asked the value of the blankets, Welle said, “The real value

is in the community spirit. This
is our home away from home,
so this is just our way of us
keeping it neat and orderly and
showing off the beautiful facilities the city has provided for
us.”

